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1 IntrodutionThe �eld of mahine indutive inferene has developed in an ad ho manner, inpartiular in the haraterisations of identi�ation types whih have been ahieved.In this paper we wish to propose a new unifying framework for the �eld based onthe philosophial work of K. R. Popper, and in partiular his onept of degree oforroboration. We will demonstrate that many of the existing identi�ation types inthe ase of learning from text allow an alternative haraterisation using the oneptof learning with orroboration; in partiular this approah reveals the existene ofanonial learning algorithms for the various types.In the next setion we over the basis of indutive learning. In Setion 3 weover as muh of Popper's logi of sienti� disovery as neessary for our purposes,and in Setion 4.1 we treat his onept of degree of orroboration in more detail.In Setion 5 we de�ne the basis of an indutive learner with orroboration, andin Setion 6 we give haraterisations of many of the standard identi�ation typesusing these learners. Setion 7 ontains some examples of the use of learning withorroboration in pratie. Setion 8 disusses some reent work of Gillies whih hasrelevane, while Setion 9 ontains our onlusions and diretions for further work.2 PreliminariesAs usual IN will denote the set of natural numbers, [ and \ will be set unionand intersetion respetively, while � and � will be the subset and proper subsetrelations respetively. We write A �fin B ifA is a �nite subset of B. The ardinalityof the set A is written j A j and the length of a sequene t is written j t j. Ambiguitywill be resolved by ontext.By � we denote any �xed �nite alphabet of symbols. Let �� be the free monoidover �, i.e. the set of all �nite words (strings) produed using that alphabet. Anysubset L � �� is alled a language. We set L = �� n L. Let L be a language andt = s0; s1; s2; : : : an in�nite sequene (possibly with repetitions) of strings from ��suh that L = fsk j k 2 INg; then t is said to be a text for L (or, synonymously,a positive presentation of L) written t 2 Txt(L). If L is a lass of languages and(9L 2 L)t 2 Txt(L) then we write t 2 Txts(L). We refer to the initial segment oft of length n + 1 by tn, i.e. tn = s0; s1; :::; sn. Also t+n will refer to the ontent oftn, i.e. t+n = fs0; :::; sng. We will write (��) for the spae of all �nite and in�nitesequenes from ��.In all that follows, we assume a �xed underlying alphabet �. Note that here wewill only be onerned with the ase of learning from text.We will be onerned with the learnability of indexable families of uniformlyreursive languages, de�ned as follows. 2



De�nition 1 Let C denote a lass of non-empty languages. L = L1; L2; ::: is saidto be an indexing of C (written L 2 Index(C)) i� C = fLj j j 2 INg and thereis a total reursive funtion p over IN � �� suh that, for all j 2 IN and s 2 ��,p(j; s) = 1 if and only if s 2 Lj.A lass C of non-empty languages is said to be an indexable family i� there existsan indexing of C.We will usually write a lass C as a hypothesis spae H1;H2; ::: by whih we meana partiular indexing L of C where eah hypothesis Hi is typially a harateristifuntion for some L 2 C (when i is alled an L-index for L). We will blur thedistintion between languages and their harateristi funtions, and will writeHi =L if Hi is a harateristi funtion for L and Hi = Hj if Hi and Hj are harateristifuntions for the same L 2 C.We will be onerned with the relationship between data streams (here texts)and underlying onepts (here languages).De�nition 2 Let L be a language. We say that a �nite initial segment tn of a textt = s0; s1; ::: refutes L if (9x � n)sx 62 L.Note that tn refutes L i� there exists no text for L ontaining tn as an initialsegment.Following Gold [Go67℄ we de�ne an indutive inferene mahine (abbr. IIM)to be a Turing mahine working as follows. The IIM takes as its input larger andlarger initial segments of a text t and it either requests the next input string, or itoutputs a hypothesis, i.e. a positive integer whih will be interpreted with respetto some underlying indexing L of the target family C.A sequene (jx)x2IN of numbers is said to be onvergent in the limit i� there isa number j suh that jx = j for almost all numbers x.Now we de�ne some onepts of learning. We start with learning in the limit.De�nition 3 (Go67) Let C be a lass, L = (Lj)j2IN 2 Index(C), and L 2 C.An IIM M LIM-TXT-identi�es L w.r.t. L i� on every text t for L M almostalways outputs a hypothesis and the sequene (M(tx))x2IN onverges in the limit toa number j suh that L = Lj.An IIM M LIM-TXT-identi�es C w.r.t. L i� M LIM-TXT-identi�es everyL 2 C w.r.t. L.Let LIM-TXT denote the olletion of all C suh that there exists L 2 Index(C)and an IIM M LIM-TXT-identifying C w.r.t. L.We regard this form of identi�ation and its variants as varieties of learning, andindeed use the terms infer and learn as synonyms for identify.3



Note that our learner uses the sequene tm as its input. If the natural restritionis made that the learner's behaviour should be independent of hanges in the orderof the sequene and the number of repetitions, we have set-driven learning.De�nition 4 (WC80) An IIM is said to be set-driven i� its output depends onlyon the range of its input, i.e. on any two texts t; u we have(8x; y)[t+x = u+y )M(tx) =M(uy)℄We pre�x the name of an identi�ation riterion by s- if in addition we requirethe learner to be set-driven, e.g. s-LIM-TXT, et.An alternative form of learning is behaviourally-orret learning, de�ned as fol-lows.De�nition 5 (OW82, CL82) Let C be a lass, L = (Lj)j2IN 2 Index(C), andL 2 C. An IIMM BC-TXT-identi�es L w.r.t. L i� on every text t for LM almostalways outputs a hypothesis and almost every element in the sequene (M(tx))x2INis an index for L.An IIM M BC-TXT-identi�es C w.r.t. L i� M BC-TXT-identi�es every L 2 Cw.r.t. L.Let BC-TXT denote the olletion of all C suh that there exists L 2 Index(C)and an IIM M BC-TXT-identifying C w.r.t. L.Note that, in general, it is undeidable whether or not an IIM has alreadysuessfully �nished its learning task. If this is deidable, then we obtain �nitelearning.De�nition 6 (Go67) Let C be a lass, L = L1; L2; ::: 2 Index(C), and L 2 C. AnIIM M FIN-TXT-identi�es L w.r.t. L i� on every text t for L M outputs only asingle hypothesis j whih is an L-index for L, and stops.An IIM M FIN-TXT-identi�es C w.r.t. L i� M FIN-TXT-identi�es everyL 2 C w.r.t. L.Let FIN-TXT denote the olletion of all C suh that there exists L 2 Index(C)and an IIM M FIN-TXT-identifying C w.r.t. L.A natural property of learning is that the learner should not hange its mindwithout good reason.De�nition 7 (An80) Let C be a lass L = L1; L2; ::: 2 Index(C), and L 2 C. AnIIM M CONSERV-TXT-identi�es L w.r.t. L i� on every text t for L M learns Lin the limit and for all n ifM(tn) = j is de�ned thenM(tn+1) = j_tn+1 refutes Lj.4



An IIMM CONSERV-TXT-identi�es C w.r.t. L i�M CONSERV-TXT-identi�esevery L 2 C w.r.t. L.Let CONSERV-TXT denote the olletion of all C suh that there exists L 2Index(C) and an IIM M CONSERV-TXT-identifying C w.r.t. L.Various forms of monotoniity requirements on the learner, i.e. that the learnershould in some sense output inreasingly `good' hypotheses, are also known.De�nition 8 (Ja91, Wi91) Let C be a lass, L = L1; L2; ::: 2 Index(C), andL 2 C. An IIM M identi�es L1. strong monotonially2. monotonially3. weak monotoniallyw.r.t. L i� on every text t for L M learns L in the limit and if i1; i2; ::: is thesequene of hypotheses output by M in learning L from t then1. (8n)Lin � Lin+12. (8n)Lin \ L � Lin+1 \ L3. (8n)[t+n+1 � LM(tn) ) LM(tn) � LM(tn+1)℄respetively.We denote by SMON-TXT, MON-TXT and WMON-TXT those olletions oflasses C for whih there exists L 2 Index(C) and a learner M whih learns everymember L of C strong monotonially, monotonially, and weak monotonially w.r.t.L, respetively.We will not onern ourselves with WMON-TXT or MON-TXT in this paper.There exists the possibility that the learner may be able to reognise that thetext whih it is being fed does not represent a text for any language in C, the lasswhih it is trying to learn. Its behaviour in this ase should be to output a speialsymbol ? `refuting' the lass; otherwise it should learn the lass in the limit.De�nition 9 (MA93) A refuting indutive inferene mahine (RIIM) is a TuringMahine that on any input either behaves like an IIM or outputs the symbol ? andimmediately halts.De�nition 10 (LW94) Let t be a text for any language. t is alled an unrepre-sentative text for C if there exists n suh that (8L 2 C)tn refutes L. The least suhn is alled the refutation point of t for C, written ref(t; C).5



Let C be a lass and L = L1; L2; ::: 2 Index(C). A RIIM M JREF-TXT-identi�es L i� on any text t for L 2 C M identi�es L in the limit and for allunrepresentative texts t for C we have (9m � ref(t; C))M(tm) = ?.We write C 2 JREF-TXT if there exists L 2 Index(C) and an IIM M whihJREF-TXT-identi�es C w.r.t. L.3 Popper's Logi of Sienti� Disovery - aPr�eisIn this setion we will summarise as muh of Popper's philosophial system as weneed for our purposes. Even this is quite a task, as this was the major ahievementof Popper's professional life and extended to two books [Po34, Po63℄, and a largenumber of published papers.Before Popper the philosophy of siene ould trae an unbroken line of devel-opment bak to Baon. The dominant shool, indutivism, held that sienti� ideasare gradually proved indutively, by experiene - when the idea in question haspassed a large number of tests, it may be regarded as e�etively proved.Einstein's overthrow of Newtonian mehanis in the early Twentieth Centuryprovided the intelletual bakground for Popper's work. If suh an established sys-tem of sienti� law ould be disproved1 then it must have seemed that no sienti�idea ould ever truly be proved; so indeed Popper reasoned.Popper built his philosophy of siene rigorously from the ground up. He pos-tulated that sienti� theories have the harater of `all-statements'; they attemptpreisely to speify behaviour of all entities of a ertain kind in all irumstanesof a ertain kind: for example, all planets in rotation about a star. Further, theobservations of whih empirial siene is apable are of a di�erent harater; theyobserve the behaviour of individual entities in individual irumstanes.Popper's �rst key ontribution was to note the asymmetry whih arises fromthis: no number of observations is suÆient to exhaust all the possibilities of anall-statement, even if all these observations are in aord with the preditions ofthe theory. By ontrast, a single observation (allowing for the usual aveats ofreliability and inter-subjetive repeatability) is enough to refute a theory one andfor all, if it onits with that theory's preditions. While the theory may be orretin some irumstanes, and a useful approximation in others, it does not providethe ultimate, preise truth to whih siene aspires. An inesapable onsequeneof this is that sienti� theories are never truly proven by observations, for amongthose observations never, or not yet taken, may be one that disproves the theory.1Newton's laws of ourse remain useful approximations for many pratial purposes.6



This demolition of indutivism raises other problems. It was ertainly not Pop-per's intention to suggest that we should stop doing siene; but if no theory anbe proven, then what may we rationally believe? Popper's answer to this problemforms the starting point for our work.Those observations whih do not refute a partiular theory nevertheless play theimportant role of orroborating that theory. Eah observation, partiularly thosewhih are deisive between theories in the sense that they refute some while orrob-orating others, may be seen as a test of these theories. When a theory has surviveda number of suh tests without being refuted, we may say it is well orroborated(though not immune to later refutation) and we may tentatively believe it, for now.It is a small step to Popper's ditum that we should believe the best orroboratedtheory at any partiular time.Popper formalised the idea of orroboration further by equating the orrobora-bility of a theory with its ontent, or sienti� interest, and further with its logialfalsi�ability. This will be a key idea for us: a theory whih has a large number ofpotential falsi�ers (refuting observations) is also potentially more strongly orrob-orable (in the ase that none of these behaviours is ever observed) than a theorywith fewer falsi�ers.Popper states in [Po34℄ (p.395 - all page referenes to [Po34℄ are to the 1997Routledge edition) that:I believe that these two ideas - ontent and degree of orroboration - arethe most important logial tools developed in my book. (Emphasis inoriginal)In Setion 4.1 we will look in detail at Popper's formulation of the degree to whihdata orroborates a theory, prior to formulating our own laws of orroboration foruse in the more restrited �eld of mahine indutive inferene.4 Degree of Corroboration4.1 Popper's De�nition4.1.1 DisussionIn [Po34℄ (also [Po54℄), Popper went some way towards formalising his key idea ofthe orroboration lent by examples (or theory) y to theory (synonymously onept orhypothesis) x, alling it C(x; y). We will further formalise the de�nition of C(x; y),while modifying or disarding some features where neessitated in the light of thefollowing disussion.It must be mentioned that in [Po34℄ Popper ties his de�nition C(x; y) ratherrigidly to the notion of absolute logial probability, whih has ertain unhelpful7



onsequenes for our purposes. This is largely beause both in [Po34℄ and in [Po54℄he was onerned to distinguish his idea of degree of orroboration from any proba-bilisti de�nition and needed to demonstrate that to impose the laws of probabilityon C(x; y) leads to a ontradition. In later work [Po57℄ he aepted ritiism byvarious authors of this linkage and loosened the de�nition of C(x; y) aordingly.Popper remarks [Po54℄ thatThe partiular way in whih C(x; y) is here de�ned I onsider unimpor-tant. What may be important are the desiderata, and the fat that theyan be satis�ed together. (Emphasis in original)We will take this as liene to de�ne a funtion, (x; y), whih di�ers in somesmall ways from Popper's C(x; y), while satisfying his desiderata as far as possible.In the next two setions we present �rst Popper's desiderata for a orroborationfuntion, then our own version, and disuss the di�erenes between them.4.1.2 Popper's DesiderataIn [Po54℄ Popper lists nine points whih should be satis�ed by a orroborationfuntion, and he adds a further one in [Po57℄.C(x; y) is in all ases the degree to whih y supports or orroborates x, C(x)is the maximum degree to whih x may be orroborated, while P (x) is the logi-al probability of x and P (x; y) is the logial probablity of x given y. E(x; y) isthe explanatory power of x with respet to y, and its value is de�ned based onP (x); P (y); P (x; y) and P (y; x) - we will not be muh onerned with this onept.Finally x is the logial negation of x.Popper's desiderata as stated in [Po54℄ and [Po57℄ are as follows.1. C(x; y) is respetively greater than, equal to, or less than 0 i� y supports x,is independent of x, or undermines x.2. �1 = C(y; y) � C(x; y) � C(x; x) � 13. 0 � C(x; x) = C(x) = P (x) � 14. If y entails x then C(x; y) = C(x; x) = C(x)5. If y entails x then C(x; y) = C(y; y) = �16. Let x have a high ontent, so that C(x; y) approahes E(x; y), and let y supportx. Then for any given y, C(x; y) inreases with the power of x to explain y (i.e.to explain more and more of the ontent of y and therefore with the sienti�interest of x).7. If C(x) = C(y) 6= �1 then C(x; u) is respetively greater than, equal to or lessthan C(y;w) whenever P (x; u) is greater than, equal to, or less than P (y;w).8



8. If x entails y then: (a) C(x; y) � 0; (b) for any given x, C(x; y) and C(y)inrease together; and () for any given y, C(x; y) and P (x) inrease together.9. If x is onsistent and entails y, then (a) C(x; y) � 0; (b) for any given x,C(x; y) and P (y) inrease together; () for any given y, C(x; y) and P (x)inrease together.10. If x is on�rmed, supported or orroborated by y so that C(x; y) � 0, then (a)x is always undermined by y, i.e. C(x; y) < 0, and (b) x is always underminedby y, i.e. C(x; y) < 0.4.2 Our Di�erenes from Popper's Approah - Disus-sion4.2.1 Restrited DomainWe wish to de�ne a orroboration funtion analogous to Popper's but for use in thedomain of indutive learning theory. This restrited domain enables us to make anumber of simplifying assumptions ompared to Popper's version above.First we note that we always wish to state how well a hypothesis is orrobo-rated by data. This is already more spei� than Popper's approah, in whih hespei�ally allows the orroboration of, for example, one theory by another. Ourhypotheses will be those of an indutive learning mahine (see Setion 2) and willome from a partiular hypothesis spae, within whih we aim to �nd a true desrip-tion of the phenomenon produing the data, whih will be a reursive language. Thedata will be a sequene of examples forming a text (or stritly speaking, an initialsegment of a text) for the phenomenon. To distinguish our orroboration funtionsfrom Popper's, we will use lower ase. Thus (H; t) will be the degree to whihexample text t orroborates hypothesis H.4.2.2 Fixed ValuesNow that we distinguish between theory and data, we are able to simplify further.We assume that data is free of noise, and that we aim to �nd a hypothesis whihexatly desribes or explains the onept produing the data. Now the idea thatdata undermines (Popper's hoie of word) a theory an be replaed by outrightrefutation in the ase that data disagrees with the preditions of the theory. Thusall the possible negative values in Popper's sheme may be replaed in ours by �1,the orroboration value of refuted hypotheses.Similarly the value 0, reserved by Popper for the degree of orroboration o�eredto x by an independent theory y, subtly hanges its meaning when we restrit our-selves to orroboration of hypotheses by data. The value 0 is now the orroborationgiven to any theory 9



� by the empty data set ;� by vauous data whih gives us no help in hoosing between ompeting hy-potheses in our spae� in the ase that the theory itself is tautologial, metaphysial or otherwise notlogially refutable.4.2.3 Referenes to ProbabilityFor historial reasons, Popper's desiderata are tied losely to de�nitions in proba-bility; spei�ally, Popper sets out to demonstrate that degree of orroboration isin no sense a measure of probability. For our purposes, we have no need of anydiretly de�ned probabilisti measures and so we are able to drop referenes toP (x); P (x; y); E(x; y), et. We ontinue to use (H) to mean the highest degree oforroboration of whih H is apable; however we drop the referene to P (x) in thede�nition of C(x) and instead add some natural restritions on (H).Popper's dependene on probabilisti de�nitions leads him to restrit the maxi-mum degree of orroboration in any ase to the value 1. Objetions to this unne-essary restrition led him to drop it in [Po57℄, and we do likewise. Further, we maydrop the restrition of degrees of orroboration to real number values altogether,and use any partially ordered set S with a minimum element �1 suh that S�f�1ghas a minimum element 0 and deidable (reursive) relations �;� and ./.These points having been made, we proeed to our own desiderata.4.3 Our De�nition of Degree of CorroborationLet H range over hypotheses from our spae L, and t over texts and �nite initialsegments of texts. We assume that (H; t) ranges over some partially ordered setS with minimum element �1 and an element 0 minimal in S � f�1g. Similar toPopper, we use (H) as shorthand for (H;H), the maximum degree of orroborationpossible for H. Falsi�ers(H) is the set of potential data items in �� whih refuteH, and we write H = H 0 in the ase that H and H 0 desribe the same onept.First we formally de�ne our orroboration funtions.De�nition 11 A orroboration funtion  : L� (��)! S over L maps hypothesesand texts to some set S with minimum element �1 and an element 0 minimal inS�f�1g suh that S has a deidable partial ordering �, and satis�es the followingdesiderata for all hypotheses H;H 0 2 L and all texts t; t0 2 (��):1. (H; t) = �1 i� there exists data in t whih refutes H.2. (H; t) � 0 i� t does not refute H 10



3. (H; t) = 0 if t is empty or ontains no data apable of refutation of anyhypothesis in our spae.4. (H) = maxfLimn!1(H; tn) j t is a text for Hg5. (H) � (H 0) if Falsi�ers(H 0) � Falsi�ers(H)6. If t is a �nite initial subsequene of t0 then either (H; t) � (H; t0) or (H; t0) =�1Our de�nition of degree of orroboration is simpler than Popper's beause wehave dropped all referene to probability and this gives us greater freedom whenatually assigning values to our funtions (H) and (H; t). We will see in the nextsetion that ertain indutive learning identi�ation riteria will require orrobora-tion funtions with additional properties to those spei�ed above.Our �rst three points ome from Popper's �rst four and tenth desiderata. Ourfourth and �fth points apture Popper's sense that a high degree of refutabilityand a high degree of orroborability are synonymous. Our sixth point apturesthe natural expetation that degree of orroboration of H annot be dereasedby further non-refuting examples (although these same examples may ause analternative hypothesis H 0 to beome better orroborated than H).5 Learning with CorroborationIn this setion we over the remaining assumptions and de�nitions neessary tode�ne a theory of indutive learning with orroboration.5.1 Hypotheses and Hypothesis SpaesIf two hypotheses desribe the same onept, we will write Hi = Hj. Note that thisis exatly the ase Falsi�ers(Hi) = Falsi�ers(Hj) and may be treated as a shorthandfor the latter. If Falsi�ers(Hi)� Falsi�ers(Hj) then we will writeHj � Hi to apturethe natural Popperian sense thatHj is more easily refuted (potentially more stronglyorroborable) that Hi. None of these relations is neessarily reursive.We will restrit our attention to lass-preserving hypothesis spaes, i.e. thoseindexed reursive families H1;H2; ::: for C suh that for every L 2 C there exists atleast one (and possibly many) i suh that L = Hi.Our model of learning requires that (H; t) and omparison (�) between de-grees of orroboration are both reursive, but not neessarily that (H) is reursive.Reursiveness of (H) leads to deidability of Hi � Hj and therefore of Hi = Hj.All forms of indutive inferene su�er from the problem that the learner is re-quired to hoose one from among (typially) in�nitely many hypotheses at eah11



stage. Clearly no learner an onsider all these hypotheses before it outputs a hy-pothesis or requests further data, so in e�et there are only a limited number ofhypotheses in play at any given time. Most authors gloss over this question asa matter of detail, or deal with it impliitly, but as we intend to propose a newunifying model for mahine indutive inferene, we feel onstrained to deal with itexpliitly.We therefore assume that along with our hypothesis spae H1;H2; ::: we have areursive, monotonially inreasing funtion ip : IN ! IN with Limn!1ip(n) = 1whih gives the number of hypotheses in play at stage n of any learning proedurewith this hypothesis spae. This leads to one slight onession with respet toour desiderata: hypotheses Hj whih are not yet in play at stage n need not beonsidered to be either refuted or orroborated by tn, the examples seen to thatstage - we therefore arbitrarily assign (Hj ; tn) = 0 for suh n; j. This annot auseonfusion as these hypotheses are (by de�nition) not onsidered by any algorithm;it serves only to simplify some algorithms de�ned later.5.2 Corroboration Funtions and Canonial Learnerswith CorroborationIn the following setion (Setion 6) we examine the use of orroboration in indutivelearning and prove that many of the most natural indutive learning identi�ationtypes an be haraterised by an existene ondition for a suitable orroborationfuntion over the hypothesis spae. Our intention is that this orroboration funtion(whih is invariably reursive so no undeidability results are implied, nor is anyadditional omputing power gained illiitly) will be used as an orale by a anon-ial learner for the appropriate type; this demonstrates that there is e�etively asingle best learning strategy for eah identi�ation type, and only the details of theorroboration funtion hange depending on the hypothesis spae.The behaviour of a learner with orroboration is de�ned as follows.De�nition 12 Turing mahine M, with orale (H; t) is alled a learner with or-roboration if (H; t) is a reursive orroboration funtion and on input t with hy-potheses H1; ::;Hp in play, M outputs some i � p suh that (Hi; t) > 0 is maximalamong the (Hj; t); j = 1; :::; p, if de�ned, and requests more input otherwise.If additionally M learns within identi�ation type �, we all M a �-learner withorroboration.Clearly suh a learner is onsistent with Popper's ditum that we should preferthe most strongly orroborated hypothesis among ompeting hypotheses.12



6 Charaterising TXT-Identi�ation Types inLearning with CorroborationIn this setion we are onerned only with learning from text, and often abbreviatethe names of identi�ation types by dropping the -TXT.6.1 BC- and LIM-learningDe�nition 13 A orroboration funtion  over L is alled yling i�(8H 2 L)(8t 2 Txt(H))(9n)(9D � IN)[(8i 2 D)Hi = H^(8m � n)(9i 2 D)(8j)[(Hi; tm) > (Hj ; tm) _ [(Hi; tm) 6< (Hj ; tm) ^ i � j℄℄℄Theorem 1 C 2 BC-TXT i� there exists L 2 Index(C) suh that there is a reur-sive yling orroboration funtion  over L.Proof(()We de�ne a learner M whih uses suh a reursive yling  to BC-learn anyH 2 L.Let t be a text for H 2 L. Let the hypotheses in play at stage m be H1; :::;Hp.At the mth stage (i.e. on input tm) M behaves as follows.M(tm)( =min(Bestm) if de�nedrequests more input otherwisewhere Bestm = fi j i � p ^ (Hi; tm) > 0 ^ (8j � p)(Hi; tm) 6< (Hj ; tm)gM is reursive: M reursively omputes (Hi; tm) for i = 1; :::; p and forms the�nite set of those i for whih (Hi; tm) > 0 is maximal under the reursive relation�. M now outputs the minimum suh i, unless the set is empty, in whih ase itrequests more input.On presentation of a text for H 2 C there exists a stage n after whih M alwaysoutputs an L-index for H: let t be a text for H. By assumption,  is a ylingorroboration funtion, so there exists a set D suh that (8i 2 D)Hi = H and astage n suh that (8m � n)min(Bestm) 2 D. The result follows from the de�nitionof M.())Suppose M is an indutive learning mahine whih BC-learns C w.r.t. L =H1;H2; ::: and let t be a text. We de�ne a reursive  whih produes values (fordegree of orroboration) ranging over IN [ f�1g. Let13



(Hi; tm) = 8><>: �1 if tm refutes Hij tm j +1 if M(tm) = ij tm j otherwise is reursive: it is deidable for any i whether tm refutes Hi, and by assumptionM is a Turing mahine whih always outputs a hypothesis or requests further input. is a yling orroboration funtion over L: let t be a text for H 2 C. Byassumption there exists a set D suh that for all i 2 D we have Hi = H, anda stage n suh that for all m � n our learner M outputs an index i suh thati 2 D. Therefore at all stages m � n there always exists an i 2 D suh that(Hi; tm) > (Hj; tm) for all j 6= i, whih satis�es the requirements of De�nition 13.2Corollary 1 If C 2 BC-TXT then there exists L 2 Index(C) and a reursive ylingorroboration funtion  over L with the property that(8H 2 L)(8t 2 Txt(H))(9n)(9D � IN)[(8i 2 D)Hi = H^(8m � n)(9i 2 D)(8j 6= i)(Hi; tm) > (Hj ; tm)℄ProofImmediate from proof of Theorem 1 ()).2Corollary 2 There is a anonial BC-learner with orroboration whih will learnany C 2 BC-TXT w.r.t. any L 2 Index(C) using any reursive yling orroborationfuntion  over L as an orale.ProofImmediate from the ( diretion of the proof of Theorem 1 as the de�nition ofM does not depend on C exept via .2De�nition 14 A orroboration funtion  over L is alled limiting i�(8H 2 L)(8t 2 Txt(H))(9i)[Hi = H^(9n)(8m � n)(8j)[(Hi; tm) > (Hj; tm) _ [(Hi; tm) 6< (Hj; tm) ^ i � j℄℄℄Clearly a limiting orroboration funtion is also a yling orroboration funtionwith j D j= 1.Theorem 2 C 2 LIM-TXT i� there exists L 2 Index(C) suh that there is areursive limiting orroboration funtion  over L.14



Proof(()We de�ne a learner M whih uses suh a reursive limiting  to LIM-learn anyH 2 L.Let t be a text. Let the hypotheses in play at stage m be H1; :::;Hp. At the mthstage (i.e. on input tm) M behaves as follows.M(tm)( =min(Bestm) if de�nedrequests more input otherwisewhere Bestm = fi j i � p ^ (Hi; tm) > 0 ^ (8j � p)(Hi; tm) 6< (Hj ; tm)gM is reursive: M reursively omputes (Hi; tm) for i = 1; :::; p and formsthe �nite set of those i for whih (Hi; tm) is maximal under the reursive relation�. M now outputs the minimum suh i, unless the set is empty, in whih ase itrequests more input.On presentation of a text t for H, M onverges to some j suh that Hj = H:�x t, an arbitrary text forH. Let n be that stage de�ned in De�nition 14. Now thereis some j with Hj = H suh that at stage n and all subsequent stages m M willoutput j beause j = min(Bestm) by assumption that  is a limiting orroborationfuntion and the de�nition of M.())Suppose M is an indutive learning mahine whih LIM-learns C w.r.t. L. Wede�ne a reursive  whih produes values (for degree of orroboration) ranging overIN [ f�1g. Let (Hj; tm) = 8><>: �1 if tm refutes Hjj tm j +1 if M(tm) = jj tm j otherwise is reursive: it is deidable for any j, whether tm refutes Hj, and by assump-tion M is an IIM. is a limiting orroboration funtion over L: let t be any text for H 2 C. Byassumption there exists an index j suh that Hj = H and a stage n after whihMalways outputs j. Therefore at all stages m � n we have (Hj; tm) > (Hk; tm) forall k 6= j, whih satis�es the requirements of De�nition 14.2Corollary 3 If C 2 LIM-TXT then there exists L 2 Index(C) suh that there is areursive limiting orroboration funtion  over L with the property that(8H 2 L)(8t 2 Txt(H))(9i)[Hi = H ^ (9n)(8m � n)(8j 6= i)(Hi; tm) > (Hj ; tm)℄15



ProofImmediate from proof of Theorem 2 ()).2Corollary 4 There is a anonial LIM-learner with orroboration whih will learnany C 2 LIM-TXT w.r.t. any L 2 Index(C) using any reursive limiting orrobo-ration funtion  over L as an orale.ProofImmediate from the ( diretion of the proof of Theorem 2 as the de�nition ofM does not depend on C exept via .2Corollary 5 There is a anonial (LIM[BC)-learner with orroboration whih willBC-learn any C 2 BC-TXT w.r.t. any L 2 Index(C) using any reursive ylingorroboration funtion  over L as an orale and will LIM-learn any C 2 LIM-TXTw.r.t. any L 2 Index(C) using any reursive limiting orroboration funtion  overL as an orale.ProofThe same anonial learner is used in Corollaries 2 and 4.2Our approah of learning with orroboration allows us to prove the known result(it appears to be a `folk theorem') that BC-TXT = LIM-TXT as follows.Theorem 3 BC-TXT = LIM-TXTProofThat LIM-TXT � BC-TXT is obvious from the de�nitions.We show that any learner M whih BC-learns C w.r.t. L permits the onstru-tion of a learner M0 whih LIM-learns C w.r.t. L. Our proof method is to buildM0 to opyM until, by enumerating longer and longer initial segments of the har-ateristi funtions for H, the hypothesis of M, and H 0, the hypothesis of M0, wehave proof that M has `really' hanged its hypothesis, instead of just swithing toanother hypothesis desribing the same language.De�ne the unhanged length UL(M; tn+1) of a learner M at stage n + 1 to bethe length of the longest sequene of stages ending in n at whih the learner outputthe same hypothesis.We de�ne M0 and  using mutual reursion as follows.
16



(Hi; tm+1) = 8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:
�1 if tm+1 refutes Hij tm+1 j +1 if [M0(tm) is unde�ned _(9j : 0 � j � UL(M0; tm+1))HM0(tm)(j) 6= HM(tm+1)(j)℄^M(tm+1) = ij tm+1 j +1 if M0(tm) = i^(8j : 0 � j � UL(M0; tm+1))HM0(tm)(j) = HM(tm+1)(j)j tm+1 j otherwiseThe seond and third ases above are mutually exlusive in the sense that at mostone of these ases will apply to at most one i at any stage. They have been separatedfor larity as they represent the ases where M0(tm) is de�ned and M0(tm+1) doesnot/does equal M0(tm), respetively.We de�ne M0 in the familiar way:M0(tm)( = min(Bestm) if de�nedrequests more input otherwisewhere Bestm = fi j i � p ^ (Hi; tm) > 0 ^ (8j � p)(Hi; tm) 6< (Hj ; tm)gClearly  andM0 are reursive. It is easily heked that ifM BC-learns L then is a limiting orroboration funtion over L and onsequently by Theorem 2 M0LIM -learns L, as required.26.2 Set-driven learningWhen onsidering the philosophial bakground for our model of learning, it seemslear that the order in whih examples are presented to the learner, or the numberof times the same example is repeated, has no signi�ane. This leads us to thefollowing de�nition.De�nition 15 A orroboration funtion  over L = H1;H2; ::: is alled natural ifon all texts t; u, for all m;n we havet+m = u+n ) (8i)(Hi; tm) = (Hi; un)It might be objeted that orroboration funtions laking the naturalness prop-erty should be disallowed. However, they are no more unnatural than non-set-drivenlearners (it is known [LZ94℄ that s-LIM-TXT � LIM-TXT).17



Theorem 4 C 2 s-LIM-TXT i� there exists L 2 Index(C) suh that there exists areursive natural limiting orroboration funtion  over L.Proof(()Let  be a reursive natural limiting orroboration funtion over L. Let M bethe learner from the( proof of Theorem 2, in whih it has already been shown thatM LIM-learns L. We show that M is set-driven as follows. Let u; t be texts andlet Bestt;m and Bestu;n be de�ned similarly to Bestm in the ( proof of Theorem2. It is lear that given the naturalness of  we havet+m = u+n ) Bestt;m = Bestu;nand so t+m = u+n )M(tm) =M(un) and C 2 s-LIM-TXT as required.())Let C 2 s-LIM-TXT via set-driven learner M working w.r.t. L. Let  be theorroboration funtion de�ned as follows:(Hj; tm) = 8><>: �1 if tm refutes Hjj t+m j +1 if M(tm) = jj t+m j otherwiseNow let t; u be texts and suppose t+m = u+n for some m;n. Now learly we have(8i)(Hi; tm) = (Hi; un) as required.2Corollary 6 There is a anonial s-LIM-learner with orroboration whih will learnany C 2 s-LIM-TXT w.r.t. any L 2 Index(C) using any reursive natural limitingorroboration funtion  over L as an orale.ProofImmediate from the ( diretion of the proof of Theorem 4 as the de�nition ofM does not depend on C exept via .26.3 Conservative and Strong Monotoni learningDe�nition 16 A orroboration funtion  : L�(��)! S over L is alled attainingif (8H 2 L)(8t 2 Txt(H))[(9j)(9n)[Hj = H ^ (Hj; tn) 2 0(Hj)℄^(8i)(8m)[(Hi; tm) 2 0(Hi)) (8H 0 2 L)[tm refutes H 0 _Hi 6� H 0℄℄℄18



where 0(Hi) = f(Hj) j Hj = Hi ^ (8k)[(Hk) > (Hj)) Hk 6= Hi℄g is a reursive attaining orroboration funtion if both  and 0f :L�S!f0; 1gde�ned by 0f (Hi; s) = ( 1 if s 2 0(Hi)0 otherwiseare total and reursive.Note that (Hi; tm) 2 0(Hi) implies (Hi; tm) = (Hi) and that (H; ;) = 0implies (8s 2 0(H))s � 0.Theorem 5 C 2 CONSERV-TXT i� there exists L 2 Index(C) suh that thereexists a reursive attaining orroboration funtion  over L.Proof(()Let (H; t) be a reursive, attaining orroboration funtion over L. We de�ne aCONSERV-learnerM on text t as follows.M(tm)8>>>>><>>>>>: =M(tm�1) if de�ned and (tm does not refute M(tm�1)or Bestm is unde�ned)= min(Bestm) if de�ned and (tm refutes M(tm�1)or M(tm�1) is unde�ned)requests more input otherwisewhereBestm = fi j i � p ^ (Hi; tm) 2 0(Hi) ^ (8j � p)(Hj ; tm) 6> (Hi; tm)gwhere H1; :::;Hp are the hypotheses in play at stage m.M is reursive: it is not diÆult to see that Bestm is a reursive set as its ompu-tation involves only �nitely many omputations of (Hi; tm) and 0f (Hi; (Hi; tm)),both of whih are reursive by assumption. The result follows.For all m suh that M(tm) is de�ned, M(tm+1) = M(tm) or tm+1 refutesHM(tm): immediate from the de�nition of M.On any text t for H 2 L, M onverges to some j with Hj = H: let j bethat index of H (from De�nition 16) for whih (9n)(Hj; tn) 2 0(Hj) (and so(8m � n)(Hj; tm) 2 0(Hj)).We show that 19



(8k < j)[Hk = Hj = H _ (9m0 � m)(8n � m0)(Hk; tn) 62 0(Hk)℄Suppose k < j, Hk 6= Hj and Hk is never refuted by t (if Hk is refuted by tm0 then(Hk; tm0) = �1 < (Hj ; tm0) and we are done). Now (8n)t+n � Hj � Hk so byDe�nition 16 we annot have (Hk; tn) 2 0(Hk), and we are done.Finally we show that(9n � m0)M(tn) = j _ (8n � m0)[M(tn) =M(tm0) ^HM(tm0 ) = H℄SupposeM(tm0) = k andHk = H. Then learlyHk will never be refuted by t, soby the de�nition ofM we are done. IfM(tm0�1) is unde�ned, then min(Bestm0) =k � j with Hk = H from above, so again we are done. The only remainingase is when M(tm0) = k and Hk 6= H. Then at some stage n � m0 we have(Hk; tn) 2 0(Hk) by the de�nition of M, so Hk 6� Hj by De�nition 16. Nowbeause t is a text for H, at some stage n0 > m0 we will have tn0 refutes Hk, andmin(Bestn0) = k � j with Hk = H as before so HM(tn0 ) = H. In all ases Monverges on t to an index for H as required.())Let M be a learner that learns C onservatively w.r.t. L. We de�ne a reursiveattaining orroboration funtion  :L�(��)!f�1; 0; 1g with 0(H) = f1g as follows.(Hi; tn) = 8><>: �1 if tn refutes Hi1 if tn does not refute Hi ^M(tn) = i0 otherwise(H; t) is reursive: follows immediately from the reursiveness of M and thedeidability of whether tn refutes Hi.We now prove the two properties neessary to prove  is an attaining orrobo-ration funtion (De�nition 16). Fix H 2 C and t 2 Txt(H).(i) (9j)(9n)[Hj = H ^ (Hj ; tn) = 1℄: by assumption there exists some j withHj = H and (9n)(8m � n)M(tm) = j. Then by de�nition of (H; t), we have(Hj ; tn) = 1 as required. This also suÆes to prove that (8i)0(Hi) = f1g and so0f is total and reursive.(ii) (8i)(8n)[(Hi; tn) 2 0(Hi) ) (8H 0 2 L)[tn refutes H 0 _ Hi 6� H 0℄℄: let(Hi; tn) = 1. Then by de�nition of (H; t) we have thatM(tn) = i. By assumptionM CONSERV-learns C w.r.t. L, so there is no j with t+n � Hj � Hi beause ifthere were then we would be able to extend tn to a text t0 for Hj andM would failto CONSERV-learn Hj on t0, a ontradition.(H; t) is an attaining orroboration funtion over L: immediate from (i), (ii)above.2 20



Corollary 7 There is a anonial CONSERV-learner with orroboration whih willlearn any C 2 CONSERV-TXT w.r.t. any L 2 Index(C) using as an orale anyreursive attaining orroboration funtion  over L.ProofImmediate from the ( diretion of the proof of Theorem 5 as the de�nition ofM does not depend on C exept via  and 0.2De�nition 17 A orroboration funtion (H; t) over L = H1;H2; ::: is alled stritif (8Hi 2 L)(8t 2 Txt(Hi))(8n)[(Hi; tn) 2 0(Hi)) (8Hj � t+n )Hj � Hi℄where 0(H) = f(Hi) j Hi = H ^ (8j)[(Hj) > (Hi)) Hj 6= H℄g is alled a reursive strit orroboration funtion if both  and 0f :L�S!f0; 1gde�ned by 0f (Hi; s) = ( 1 if s 2 0(Hi)0 otherwiseare total and reursive.Theorem 6 C 2 SMON-TXT i� there exists L 2 Index(C) suh that there existsa reursive strit attaining orroboration funtion  over L.Proof(() Let (H; t) be suh a funtion over L. We de�neM to SMON-learn C w.r.t.L as follows.M(tm)8>>>>><>>>>>: =M(tm�1) if de�ned and (tm does not refute HM(tm�1)_Bestm is unde�ned)= min(Bestm) if de�ned and (tm refutes M(tm�1)or M(tm�1) is unde�ned)requests more input otherwisewhereBestm = fi j i � p ^ (Hi; tm) 2 0(Hi) ^ (8j � p)(Hj ; tm) 6> (Hi; tm)gwhere H1; :::;Hp are the hypotheses in play at stage m.21



M is reursive: only �nitely many reursive omputations of (Hi; tm) and0f (Hi; (Hi; tm)) are needed on input tm.For all stages m at whih M(tm) is de�ned, we have HM(tm) � HM(tm+1): letM(tm) = i. Then in partiular tm refutes all Hj suh that Hj 6� Hi, beause  isstrit. Refuted hypotheses remain refuted, so if M(tm+1) = j we have Hj � Hi.Finally it is lear from the de�nition of M that M(tm+1) is de�ned.On any text t for H 2 C M onverges to some j with Hj = H: beause  isattaining, this is idential to the same part of the proof of Theorem 5 (().()) Let C 2 SMON-TXT, and suppose M is a learner whih learns C strongmonotonially w.r.t. L = H1;H2; ::: We de�ne a reursive, strit, attaining  asrequired. (Hi; tm) = 8><>: �1 if tm refutes Hi1 if tm does not refute Hi ^M(tm) = i0 otherwise is reursive: immediate from the reursiveness of M.Fix H 2 C and let t be a text for H. is attaining: by assumption, there exists a stage m suh that M(tm) = i forsome Hi = H. Then (Hi; tm) = 1. This also proves that 0(Hi) = f1g and so 0f isa total reursive funtion. is strit: suppose for a ontradition that (Hi; tm) 2 0(Hi) and there existsj suh that Hj 6� Hi and tm does not refute Hj. Then we an extend tm into atext t0 for Hj and M fails to learn Hj strong monotonially on t0, ontrary to ourassumption.2Corollary 8 There exists a anonial SMON-learner with orroboration whih SMON-learns any C 2 SMON-TXT w.r.t. any L 2 Index(C) using any reursive stritattaining orroboration funtion over L as an orale.ProofImmediate from the proof of Theorem 6 (().2Corollary 9 There is a anonial (CONSERV[SMON)-learner with orroborationwhih will CONSERV-learn any C 2 CONSERV-TXT w.r.t. any L 2 Index(C)using any reursive attaining orroboration funtion  over L as an orale and willSMON-learn any C 2 SMON-TXT w.r.t. any L 2 Index(C) using any reursivestrit attaining orroboration funtion  for L as an orale.22



ProofThe same anonial learner is used in Corollaries 7 and 8.2It is known [LZ93℄ that CONSERV-TXT = WMON-TXT and so immediatelyfrom De�nition 8 we have the following fat. The learning with orroboration ap-proah allows an alternative proof.Corollary 10 SMON-TXT � CONSERV-TXTProofA neessary and suÆient ondition for membership of SMON-TXT is the ex-istene of a reursive, strit attaining orroboration funtion over L (Theorem 6),whih is stronger than the neessary and suÆient ondition for membership ofCONSERV-TXT given in Theorem 5.2Stritness of this ontainment is proved by example [LZ93℄.6.4 FIN- and refuting learningDe�nition 18 Let L = H1;H2; ::: be a hypothesis spae. Then f : (��)�IN!f0; 1gis alled a suÆieny funtion over L if(8t)(8m)(8n)[f(tm; n) = 1) [(8j)tm refutes Hj_(9i � n)[t+m � Hi ^ (8k)[Hk = Hi _ tm refutes Hk℄℄℄℄and (8t)(8j)(8k � j)(8n)(8m � n)[f(tj; n) = 1) f(tk;m) = 1℄De�nition 19 Let f be a suÆieny funtion over L.f is alled an inner suÆieny funtion over L if it additionally holds that forevery text t 2 Txts(L), (9m;n)f(tm; n) = 1:If instead it holds that for every text t 62 Txts(L), (9m;n)f(tm; n) = 1, then f isalled an outer suÆieny funtion over L.Intuitively, a suÆieny funtion f(t; n) monitors whether there are hypothesesin L whih are not yet in play (i.e. have no index less than or equal to n), andwhih would not be refuted by E if they were in play. When it returns 1 then thisondition has eased to be true (so we may look for an explanation of t solely inH1; :::;Hn) and further, at most one H 2 L has indies less than or equal to n whoseaompanying hypothesis is unrefuted by t.23



An inner or outer suÆieny funtion ensures that (under ertain irumstanesto do with the limiting behaviour of the data stream) if the ondition eases to betrue then 1 will be returned at some later time.Naturally the existene of a reursive (inner or outer) suÆieny funtion overL is a very strong ondition and allows partiularly strong forms of learning.Theorem 7 C 2 FIN-TXT i� there exists L 2 Index(C) suh that there exists areursive inner suÆieny funtion over L.Proof(()Suppose the existene of a reursive inner suÆieny funtion f over L =H1;H2; ::: Let t be a text and the hypotheses in play at stage m be H1; :::;Hp.M behaves as follows.M(tm)( = i (and halt) if f(tm; p) = 1 ^ i = minfj j t+m � Hj ^ j � pgrequests more input otherwiseM is reursive: immediate from the reursiveness of f and the �niteness of tm.Fix H 2 C and t 2 Txt(H).M only ever outputs one hypothesis, whih is an L-index for H, then halts:beause f is an inner suÆieny funtion, there exists m suh that f(tm; p) = 1where H1; :::;Hp are the hypotheses in play at stage m. Then there exists only oneH 2 C whih has indies i � p suh that tm does not refute Hi; M outputs suh anindex and halts at stage m.())Let L = H1;H2; ::: and supposeM is an indutive learning mahine whih LIM-learns C w.r.t. L. Let t be a text.De�ne f(t; n) as follows.f(tm; n) = ( 1 if M(tm) = i � n0 otherwisef is a suÆieny funtion over L: suppose M �rst outputs i at stage m, whenthe hypotheses in play are H1; ::;Hj . Naturally j � i and t+m � Hi. It holds that:(9k)[Hk 6= Hi ^ t+m � Hk℄ beause otherwise we ould extend the initial segmenttm to a text t0 for Hk andM would fail to FIN-learn Hk from this text, ontrary toassumption. Therefore (8k)[Hk = Hi _ t+m 6� Hk℄ as required for the �rst onditionin De�nition 18. The seond ondition is easily heked.f is an inner suÆieny funtion over L: by assumption, any text t for anyH 2 C results in the output of some k with Hk = H at some stage n when the24



hypotheses in play are H1; :::;Hj . Then by de�nition of f , we have f(tn; j) = 1, asrequired.f is reursive: to reursively ompute f(tm; n), we run the Turing Mahine Mon tm with the hypotheses H1; :::;Hn in play. IfM outputs a hypothesis i on inputtm then (obviously i � n) set f(tm; n) = 1. If M requests more input then setf(tm; n) = 0.2Corollary 11 There exists a anonial FIN-learner whih FIN-learns any C 2 FIN-TXT w.r.t. any L 2 Index(C) using any reursive inner suÆieny funtion overL as an orale.ProofThe Turing Mahine M onstruted in the ( proof of Theorem 7 is suh alearner as the de�nition of M does not depend on C exept via f .2We may use a suÆieny funtion to de�ne a partiularly strong form of orrob-oration funtion.De�nition 20 (H; t) is alled a suÆient orroboration funtion over L if thereexists an inner suÆieny funtion f(t; n) over L suh that:(8t)(8i)(8m)[[(Hi; tm) > 0 ^ (Hi; tm) 2 0(Hi)℄) f(tm; i) = 1℄and (8t)(8m)(8n)[f(tm; n) = 1) (9i � n)(Hi; tm) 2 0(Hi)℄where 0(Hi) = f(Hi) j Hi = H ^ (8j)[(Hj) > (Hi)) Hj 6= H℄g is alled a reursive suÆient orroboration funtion if both  and 0f : L�S !f0; 1g de�ned by 0f (Hi; s) = ( 1 if s 2 0(Hi)0 otherwiseare total and reursive.Theorem 8 C 2 FIN-TXT i� there exists L 2 Index(C) suh that there exists areursive suÆient orroboration funtion  over L.25



Proof(() We de�ne a reursive inner suÆieny funtion f 0 over L based on . Theresult then follows from Theorem 7.De�ne f 0(tm; n) = ( 1 if (9i � n)(Hi; tm) 2 0(Hi)0 otherwisef 0 is reursive: to ompute f 0(tm; n), only �nitely many reursive omputationsof (Hi; tm) and 0f (Hi; (Hi; tm)) are needed to test the ondition above.f 0 is an inner suÆieny funtion: let f be the suÆieny funtion over L whihwe know to exist from De�nition 20. Let t be a text for some Hi 2 L. There existn � i and m suh that f(tm; n) = 1, by De�nition 19. Then (Hi; tm) 2 0(Hi) byDe�nition 20 and �nally f 0(tm; n) = 1 by our onstrution of f 0.()) Suppose L 2 FIN-TXT. Let M be a learner whih FIN-learns C w.r.t. Land f be the reursive inner suÆieny funtion from the ()) proof of Theorem 7.We de�ne  using M as follows. Let t be any text.(Hi; tm) = 8><>: �1 if tm refutes Hi1 if M(tm) = i0 otherwise is reursive: obvious based on the reursiveness of M.0f is total and reursive: immediate sine (8i)0(Hi) = f1g. is a suÆient orroboration funtion over L: it is easily heked that theonditions of De�nition 20 are satis�ed.2Corollary 12 There exists a anonial FIN-learner with orroboration whih FIN-learns any C 2 FIN-TXT w.r.t. any L 2 Index(C) using any reursive suÆientorroboration funtion over L as an orale.ProofImmediate from proof of Theorem 8 (() as the de�nition ofM does not dependon C exept via .2The existene of a reursive suÆient orroboration funtion over some L 2Index(C) for FIN-learning of C to sueed is a very strong requirement. This shouldnot surprise us. FIN-learning is an identi�ation riterion far removed from Popper'sditum that although a hypothesis may be very strongly orroborated, it is never (innormal irumstanes) safe from later refutation. Only when the hypothesis spaeis unusual in some respet an suh a orroboration funtion exist.26



Theorem 9 C 2 JREF-TXT i� there exists L 2 Index(C) suh that there exists areursive outer suÆieny funtion f over L and a reursive limiting orroborationfuntion  over L.Proof(() Let L = H1;H2; ::: 2 Index(C) and let f and  be a reursive outer suf-�ieny funtion over L and a reursive limiting orroboration funtion over L,respetively. We de�ne our indutive JREF-learner M0 based on the anoniallearnerM from the proof of Theorem 2((), as follows. Reall that ? is the speialsymbol output by M to refute the entire hypothesis spae, prior to halting.M0(tm) = ( ? if f(tm; p) = 1 ^ (8i � p)tm refutes HiM(tm) otherwisewhere H1; :::;Hp are the hypotheses in play at stage m.M0 is reursive: follows immediately from the reursiveness of f and M.On presentation of a text t for H 2 C, M onverges to some j suh thatHj = H: in this ase there are no n;m on whih f(tm; n) = 1 so the behaviour ofM0 is idential to that ofM on the same text. The result follows from the( proofof Theorem 2.On presentation of a text t 62 Txts(L), M0 eventually outputs the symbol ? andhalts: by assumption f is an outer suÆieny funtion so by De�nition 19, thereexist m;n suh that f(tm; n) = 1. Also there exists some m0 suh that tm0 refutesall of H1; :::;Hn, so we are done.())Suppose M JREF-learns C w.r.t. L and let t be any text. De�ne f as follows:f(tm; n) = 8><>: 1 if (9m0 � m)[M(tm0) = ?^ hypotheses in play at stage m0 are H1; :::;Hp where p � n℄0 otherwisef is reursive: immediate from reursiveness of M.f is an outer suÆieny funtion for L: by assumption that M JREF-learns Cw.r.t L, on any text t 62 Txts(L), M outputs the symbol ? and halts, say at stagem when hypotheses in play are H1; :::;Hp. Then f(tm; p) = 1, as required. Theonditions of De�nition 18 are trivially satis�ed.Finally, the reursive limiting orroboration funtion from the proof of Theorem2()) has the desired properties for our .2As in the disussion of FIN-TXT, the learning riterion JREF-TXT has a veryun-Popperian aspet, and onsequently the neessary and suÆient ondition forC 2 JREF-TXT is very strong. 27



We have not found it possible to give an analogous ondition for the form ofrefutational learning (REF-TXT) in [MA93℄, as that identi�ation riterion has anon-e�etive element to its de�nition.7 ExamplesThe orroboration funtions onstruted in the) proofs in Setion 6 were simplisti.However in pratial use, the existene or non-existene of appropriate orroborationfuntions may be suggested naturally by the spae of hypotheses in use. We givesome examples of the use of orroboration funtions to prove the learnability orotherwise under ertain identi�ation riteria of some simple examples.Our example languages will be sets of points in the rational plane Q2, so � =f(a; b) j a; b 2 Qg.Example 1 Let C be the set of all losed irles of �nite radius. Let <;> be a�xed reursive bijetion between Q2 and IN and <<;>> a �xed reursive bijetionbetween Q2 and Q. A suitable hypothesis spae L = H1;H2; ::: is given byH<a;b> = f(p; q) j a =<< x; y >> ^ (p� x)2+(q � y)2 � b2gIt is easily seen that L is an indexing of C.Consider the following orroboration funtion  : L � (��) ! Q [ f1g, whihis based on the naturalisti idea that the further away a point is from a, the moresevere a test it is of hypothesis H<a;b>. For irles of non-zero radius b we alsoinlude a saling multiplier of 1=b2 into the orroboration funtion, so that smallerirles are potentially more highly orroborable than large ones.(H<a;b>; tm) = 8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
0 if t+M = ;�1 if tm refutes H<a;b>;i.e. [a =<< x; y >>^(9(; d) 2 t+m)[(� x)2 + (d� y)2 > b2℄℄1 if b = 0 ^ a =<< x; y >> ^ t+m = f(x; y)g1=b2 �max(a; b; tm) otherwisewheremax(a; b; tm) = maxf(( � x)2 + (d� y)2)=b2 j a =<< x; y >> ^ (; d)2 t+mgWith a little heking we see that  is indeed a orroboration funtion underDe�nition 11, and is reursive and natural.  is limiting beause on any text t forHi we have a stage m at whih tm ontains two diametrially opposed points on theirumferene of the irle de�ned by Hi. Then if we let i =< a; b >:28



� (8j)[[j =< ; d > ^ d2 < b2℄! [tm refutes Hj ^ (Hj; tm) = �1℄℄.� (8j)[[j =< ; d > ^ d2 > b2℄! (8n � m)(Hi; tn) = 1=b2 > 1=d2 � (Hj ; tn)� (8j)[[j =< ; d > ^ d2 = b2℄! [ = a _ tm refutes Hj℄℄These are the only ases, so at all stages n � m we have that H<a;b> is themost strongly orroborated hypothesis (exept for H<a;�b>, whih is equally stronglyorroborated and desribes the same irle). is also attaining beause� if b = 0 then (8a)(H<a;0>) =1� if b 6= 0 then (8a)(H<a;b>) = 1=b2and for example (H<a;b>; t0) = (H<a;b>) where t = (x + b; y); ::: is a text forH<a;b> and a =<< x; y >>.The above suÆes to prove that C 2 s-CONSERV-TXT, by Theorem 5.Finally we an see that  is not strit beause for example (let b > 0) t =(x+b; y); ::: results in (H<<<x;y>>;b>; t0) = 1=b2 = (H<<<x;y>>;b>) although manyhypotheses Hj with H<<<x;y>>;b> 6� Hj remain unrefuted. Nevertheless it is possibleto �nd a reursive, strit, attaining, limiting, set-driven orroboration funtion overL by requiring that two diametrially opposed points on the irumferene of Himust appear in the text before we set (Hi; tm) = (Hi). This proves that C 2s-SMON-TXT. The details are left as an exerise for the reader.Example 2 Now let C be the set of all open irles of �nite radius. We show thatC 62 LIM-TXT as follows.Let L be an indexing of C and suppose for a ontradition that  is a reursivelimiting orroboration funtion over L. Let M be the anonial LIM-learner fromCorollary 4.Let Hi be a hypothesis for the irle entre a, radius b > 0. We onstrut a textt for Hi suh that M fails to onverge to an index for Hi using orale .Begin enumerating Hi as the text t. Suppose after m stages we have M(tm) = jwhere Hj = Hi. Now however there exists a irle Hk with entre a, radius b � "for some suitably small ", suh that t+m � Hk. Continue t by enumerating furtherpoints in Hk.There are two ases. If (8n � m)Bestn = j, then t is a text for Hk on whih Mfails to onverge to an index for Hk. Otherwise at some stage n > m, Bestn 6= j.In this ase t resumes enumerating Hi. This onstrution an be repeated in�nitelyoften, so Bestm fails to onverge on t, a text for Hi. In either ase M fails to LIM-learn C w.r.t. L, a ontradition by Corollary 4. We onlude that C 62 LIM-TXT.29



8 Arti�ial Intelligene and IndutionWe will briey disuss a reent body of work by Gillies [Gi93, Gi96℄ whih puts a`Baonian' interpretation on ertain suessful developments in mahine learning.Gillies ontends, ontra Popper's belief that the reation of sienti� theories isnot mehanisable, nor even amenable to logial (as opposed to psyhologial) study,that modern mahine learning algorithms behave in a highly Baonian manner; thishe desribes as mehanial falsi�ation. In short, suh learners synthesise hypothe-ses from bakground knowledge and existing evidene before subjeting them tothe risk of Popperian refutation by later evidene. This rolls bak the reative ele-ment of disovery to the higher level problem of deiding whih is the appropriatebakground knowledge to use - in our parlane, whih is the appropriate hypothesisspae. He posits, furthermore, that this is the �rst time in the history of sienethat Baon's indutivism has really been used, for prior to mahine learning no gen-eral method was given to enable the learner/disoverer to mehanially (ie. withoutintelligene) produe hypotheses - one of Baon's stated aims.It is diÆult to deny that mahine learners (e.g. ID3 [Qu79℄, GOLEM [MF92℄)do indeed behave in this way. Gillies's theme throughout [Gi96℄ is that logi hasboth inferential and ontrol omponents - in learning or disovery the infereneorresponds to Popperian falsi�ation from data, while the ontrol element lies in theprodution of new hypotheses. Gillies spei�ally mentions degree of orroborationas just suh a ontrol element.Our work in this paper is entirely in aord with Gillies's view, partiularly ouruse of orroboration funtions as a ontrol element (indeed given the haraterisationresults with anonial learners whih we have obtained, as the sole ontrol element)in indutive learning.The results obtained in the ase of refuting learning are partiularly interestingviewed from this angle. Classi examples from the history of siene suh as Kepler'slaws of planetary motion (see again [Gi96℄) demonstrate that it is not the synthe-sising of a hypothesis from data and bakground knowledge that onstitutes greatsiene, but the paradigm shift that results from a hange in bakground knowl-edge or assumptions. This orresponds to the various forms of refuting indutiveinferene whih have been de�ned (Setion 6.4) and suggests that the truly reativemahine learner will not only be able to learn within or refute an existing hypothesisspae, but also to propose a new one. Suh a learner is unlikely to be developedsoon.
30



9 Conlusions and Future WorkWe have proposed a unifying model for mahine indutive inferene based on thephilosophial work of K.R. Popper, and obtained haraterisations of many of thestandard identi�ation types in learning indexed families of reursive languages fromtext. In our model anonial learners use reursive orales whih ompute a versionof Popper's degree of orroboration. These learners then follow the natural strategyof preferring the most strongly (or at least a maximally strongly) orroboratedhypothesis at any given time. Membership of a lass of onepts within a partiularidenti�ation riterion is then equivalent to the existene of a reursive orroborationfuntion with ertain properties depending on the identi�ation type.We intend to extend this unifying model of learning to inlude language learningfrom informant and related problems suh as learning of reursive funtions. Anextension of our approah to learning from noisy data would be partiularly inter-esting; in this ase it is no longer ertain that a single adverse data item refutes ahypothesis and we would be obliged to allow negative orroboration values otherthan �1, as in Popper's original model. Given the ruial role played by the hy-pothesis spae in our model, it would also be interesting to extend this approah toover exat and lass omprising learning.AknowledgementsThe author wishes to thank Prof. Dr. Ste�en Lange of Universit�at Leipzig for hisomments on an earlier draft, whih signi�antly improved Setions 6.1 and 6.2.Referenes[An80℄ D. Angluin, Indutive inferene of formal languages from positive data, In-formation and Control 45, 117-135, 1980.[CL82℄ J. Case, C. Lynes, Mahine indutive inferene and language identi�ation,in M. Nielsen, E.M. Shmidt (Eds.), Pro. of the Ninth International Colloquiumon Automata, Languages and Programming, Springer LNCS 140, 107-115, 1982.[Fu90℄ M. Fulk, Prudene and other restritions in formal language learning, Infor-mation and Computation 85, 1-11, 1990.[Gi93℄ D. Gillies, Philosophy of Siene in the Twentieth Century, Blakwell, 1993.[Gi96℄ D. Gillies, Arti�ial Intelligene and Sienti� Method, Oxford UniversityPress, 1996.[Go67℄ E.M. Gold, Language identi�ation in the limit, Information and Control10, 447-474, 1967. 31
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